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If you ally craving such a referred a rough shoot geoffrey household book that will meet the expense of you worth, acquire the unquestionably best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to droll books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are after that launched, from best seller to one of the
most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections a rough shoot geoffrey household that we will no question offer. It is not re the costs. Its approximately what you compulsion currently. This a rough shoot geoffrey household, as one of the most energetic sellers here will no question be among the best options to review.

in the European spirit that no war can kill.
Summon the Bright Water-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-07 On a walk in the woods, a historian is drawn into a conspiracy of murder Piers Colet is about to fly to Spain
when his plane’s engine catches fire. His research trip delayed, he decides to spend the week exploring the banks of the Severn, the ancient river that winds through
the backwoods of Wales. Searching for a place to bed down for the evening, he finds himself in Simeon Marrin’s commune, where a group of people disgusted with the
course of modern civilization have gathered to wait for the coming end of the world. Here he meets the charming Elsa, who intrigues him only slightly less than the
rumors that the Severn runs rich with gold. When a trip into the water with Marrin nearly costs Colet his life, the economic historian goes to ground, taking shelter in
the mysterious Forest of Dean. Where ancient Romans once fought, where Druids once worshipped, Colet must now learn to kill.
Hostage: London-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-28 A terrorist with a conscience turns against his radical cadre in a desperate attempt to prevent a nuclear nightmare
Julian Despard has devoted his life to the New Revolution. As cell leader for the notorious international terrorist organization Magma, he works tirelessly in the
shadows for the downfall of established governments. But in the aftermath of the successful theft of a large arms shipment in the Mediterranean—a criminal operation
that he masterminded—Despard suddenly finds himself questioning his radical ideals. Magma’s recent victory has brought Despard and his cohorts nuclear materials to
be deployed against one of the world’s most populous cities: London. Despard’s conscience will not allow him to take part in the horrific slaughter of many
thousands—perhaps millions—of innocents, but attempting to prevent the organization from going through with its plan will turn his former compatriots into lethal,
unforgiving enemies. Still, Despard can see no alternative—even with the police closing in on one side and terrorist killers approaching from the other—for the clock is
ticking down the seconds to doomsday. Written decades before 9/11 and the realities of twenty-first-century global terrorism, Geoffrey Household’s chilling, eerily
prescient thriller is even more powerful and relevant today than when it first appeared in print.
Tales of Adventurers-Geoffrey Household 2015-05-05 Thirteen stories of daring and romance from a master storyteller Devenor has not had a good meal in five years.
He dreams of Bucharest and the years between the wars, when he grew rich on Romanian oil, and fat on Romanian cooking. Of all the delicacies he packed into his
ever-expanding belly, none were finer than those found in Gradina. It was the most decadent restaurant of the old regime, but under communism it has been thrown
open to the workers, who profane its hallowed dining room with a ten-cent lunch of soup and bread. And so this portly oil magnate plots a trip behind the Iron Curtain
to smuggle out Gradina’s cook and sate his hunger evermore. Devenor is just one of the adventurers who star in the stories of this remarkable volume. From the islands
of the Mediterranean to the peaks of the Andes, Geoffrey Household’s heroes laugh at danger—but never on an empty stomach.
Against the Wind-Geoffrey Household 2015-03-24 In this fascinating and uniquely colorful autobiography, a twentieth-century master of suspense fiction candidly
examines his extraordinary life, times, and art One of the twentieth century’s most respected writers of adventure and espionage thrillers, Geoffrey Household penned
more than twenty novels and short story collections in a career that spanned more than fifty years—and lived a life as eventful and surprising as his acclaimed, pulsepounding fiction. In Against the Wind, the author whom the New York Times credits with having “helped to develop the suspense story into an art form” shares his
remarkable personal history with candor and wit, while exploring the creative process and his roles as a husband, father, bestselling popular artist, and citizen of his
uniquely eventful time. From his years as a student at the University of Oxford to his early career in the cutthroat world of international business and finance to his
patriotic service with British intelligence during World War II, with perilous postings in Greece, Romania, and the Middle East that later informed his thrilling fiction,
Household evocatively recalls a peripatetic life lived purposefully and often dangerously in some of the most colorful and fascinating regions of the globe.
Doom's Caravan-Geoffrey Household 2015-03-24 The disappearance of a British intelligence agent at the height of World War II sparks a desperate manhunt through
the treacherous shadows of a battle-scarred Middle East Oliver Enwin was a valuable member of the British intelligence community in the Middle East in those dark
days at the onset of the Second World War. Talented enough and devious enough to make his mark, he rose to the rank of assistant defense security officer at Nazareth
by 1941, entrusted with the choosing, running, and support of local assets. Then he vanished without a trace, leaving fear and turmoil in his wake and scores of
unanswered questions. In a tightly closed desert world on the brink of chaos—an essential playing piece in the complex wartime strategies of Allies, Arabs, and
Nazis—determining the motives and whereabouts of a British agent gone rogue and potentially traitorous might be the most impossible assignment of the entire Middle
Eastern conflict . . . and quite possibly the most important. In the vein of works by John le Carré and Len Deighton, Doom’s Caravan is a masterful, ever-twisting tale of
wartime espionage unfolding on a vivid and blood-stained canvas. Gripping, electrifying, evocative, and surprising at every turn, this is the work of a true twentiethcentury master.
The Exploits of Xenophon-Geoffrey Household 2015-05-05 Thousands of miles from home, one soldier leads an army to safety The war with Sparta is over, and Athens is
at peace for the first time in thirty years. Their Greek enemies subdued, the generals of Athens turn their eyes to the East, where the Persian Empire stretches to the
edge of the known world. Never before have Greek soldiers marched into Persia. Xenophon will be among the first. A warrior whose bravery is matched only by his
intelligence, Xenophon is a natural leader. When his army of ten thousand men is stranded far from home, it is up to him to lead them back to Greece without
sacrificing the principles of democracy that they hold so dear. A retelling of Xenophon’s classic Anabasis, this is a thrilling tale of bravery and survival, in which the
mind is as valuable a weapon as the sword.
Escape into Daylight-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-28 Two children held captive in a remote, abandoned abbey must escape . . . or die At first, Mike believes he must be
dreaming when he opens his eyes to total darkness. But before long, the awful truth becomes apparent: He is being held captive somewhere underground by persons
unknown. At least he is not alone in this dank, cold, dungeonlike place; a frightened young girl named Carrie is trapped there alongside him, equally unsure of why she
is there. With no light, food, water, or answers, and no obvious way out, their situation seems hopeless. While Carrie is a city girl born and bred, Mike is a resourceful
boy, at home in the English countryside, and he refuses to let them die in this terrible place. But escape may not be the end of the nightmare, for the world surrounding
them holds mysteries beyond their imaginings. A prolific storyteller and peerless creator of page-turning adventure, Geoffrey Household has been praised by the New
York Times for having “helped to develop the suspense story into an art form.” With Escape into Daylight, he demonstrates the wide range of his remarkable talents,
delivering an electrifying thriller that will appeal to readers of every age.
The Courtesy of Death-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-28 A retired engineer in rural Britain finds himself caught up in the murderous machinations of an ancient pagan
blood cult A former British mining engineer, Yarrow is hoping to start over in the English countryside as the owner and operator of a small combination inn and garage.
But while staying the night at a prospective property near Avalon, he is awakened by a loud pounding at the door—and opens it to discover a distraught, seemingly mad
visitor babbling on about all manner of incomprehensible concerns. Intrigued by the engaging lunatic Barnabas Fosworthy and unable to turn a deaf ear to his
desperate pleas for help in finding a missing young woman, the all-too-good-hearted Yarrow inadvertently invites grave danger into his life. Fosworthy is part of a circle
of crazed fanatics tied to ancient and terrifying beliefs—and before Yarrow realizes what he has gotten himself into, he finds himself trapped in an underground cavern,
the prisoner of determined cultists who view murder as a gift. Now he must pursue every conceivable path toward escape—or consign himself a horrifying end.
Chilling, surprising, and utterly riveting, The Courtesy of Death is a wildly imaginative suspense yarn that blends intrigue with a touch of the otherworldly. Filled with
action and unforeseen twists, this is the bravura work of a master storyteller operating at the very top of his game.
The Special Branch-LeRoy Panek 1981 The author has chosen seventeen of the most important or representative British spy novelists to write about. He presents some
basic literary analysis and criticism, trying both to place them in historical perspective and to describe and analyze the content and form of their fiction.
The High Place-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-07 In love with a radical leader, an expatriate must decide whether to put the world before his heart Thirty miles from the
Mediterranean coast, in the lush Syrian heartland, there is a compound known as Kasr-el-Sittat—the Fortress of Holy Women. Built by a deranged cult leader to house
his many wives, it was abandoned when the Second World War brought the cult to its knees. Now it has been purchased by a group of European exiles: displaced
people whose revenge on the world will come in the shape of a mushroom cloud. When life in postwar Britain proves unbearable, Eric Amberson returns to Syria, where
he spent the war shuffling papers for the British army. There he meets one of the women of Kasr-el-Sittat and falls quickly in love. Elisa Cantemir is a rare beauty, but
Eric will find that beneath her elegant exterior is an anarchist who wants nothing more than to plunge the world back into the hell of war.
The Spanish Cave-Geoffrey Household 2015-05-05 A twelve year-old boy finds terror and adventure inside a Spanish cave When his parents died, Dick stepped aboard a
ship on the Thames and left England behind forever. He made his way to Spain, where he found work as a fisherman. Life at sea is difficult, but since learning to speak

A Rough Shoot-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-28 The accidental killing of a poacher on an ex–British Army officer’s land embroils him in an insidious international
conspiracy Roger Taine purchased the shooting rights on 450 acres of Dorset farmland in order to commune with nature and secure fresh game for his family’s dinner
table. But during a fateful October rabbit hunt, Taine’s attempt to teach a lesson to a pair of suspected poachers takes a tragic, unexpected turn, leaving one man lying
dead in the evening’s chill. Fearing a manslaughter charge and a possible prison sentence, the salesman and former British Army colonel panics, disposing of the body
before returning home to await the inevitable arrival of police investigators. But they never come. Instead, Taine finds that his rash actions and their deadly unintended
consequences have pulled him into the heart of an international conspiracy of espionage and terror. Suddenly Roger Taine is a man on the run, encountering death all
along the way, in a race against time to prevent the rise of what may well be the greatest threat to the European continent since the fall of the Third Reich. A gripping
tale of suspense, intrigue, and adventure, A Rough Shoot is a nonstop thrill ride with surprises waiting around every hairpin turn—a classic thriller in the Alfred
Hitchcock vein that will keep readers riveted until the final word.
Watcher in the Shadows-Geoffrey Household 2015-05-05 After an assassination attempt, an ex-spy must run for his life As far as the police are concerned, Charles
Dennim is a zoologist, and there is no reason anyone would want to kill him. And yet, one afternoon when Dennim is working at his desk, death knocks at his door. It is
the postman, and he has a package slightly too large to fit through the mail slot. He tries to force it—and triggers the bomb that lies within. When Dennim emerges
from the smoking ruin of his doorway, he sees the innocent postman, ripped in half on his front stoop. The police are baffled, but Dennim is not—for he was once a spy.
This mild-mannered scientist spent World War II embedded deep in Nazi Germany, feeding secrets back to Great Britain. He buried that side of himself long ago, but a
nameless killer has decided to dig it back up. To survive, Dennim must remember what it means to be a spy.
Arabesque-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-07 In war-torn Lebanon, a beautiful French woman fights a war of spy versus spy There is no privacy in Beirut. In the hotel
lobbies and high-class bars of this beautiful Eastern capital, intelligencers of every stripe hide in plain sight: British spies and Nazi moles, Free French operatives and
the lackeys of Vichy France. Stalin has his men here, as do the Zionists who would turn British Palestine into a haven for the Jewish people. There are agents of every
race, gender, and nationality—and they are all at one another’s throats. Armande Herne is not one of them—but she will be soon enough. A French woman raised in
England, Armande came to Beirut after her husband joined the navy. When the French army hands the city over to the British, an arms deal draws Armande into the
shadowy side of this city of intrigue, taking her on a desert adventure that will change the war—or leave her dead in the sand.
A Time to Kill-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-28 The seemingly innocuous mission of a part-time British spy and devoted family man soon places the lives of his loved
ones in dire jeopardy Family man, estate agent, and ex–army infantryman Roger Taine has already served crown and country exceedingly well, most recently by
derailing an insidious conspiracy by modern-day fascists. Now the Foreign Office is asking for his help once again. A former adversary of Taine’s claims to be turning
over a new leaf and is offering to expose a plot by East German Communists to infect British livestock with a deadly disease. What at first seems to be no more than a
ludicrous invention of an overactive imagination soon draws Taine into the lethal crossfire of an internal power struggle between opposing Red factions, plunging him
into a secret war that threatens to turn the waters off the Dorset coast crimson with human blood. But for Roger Taine, the stakes have never been higher—for if he
falters in his mission to prevent the unthinkable, it could cost the lives of his own beloved children. In this riveting sequel to the acclaimed A Rough Shoot, one of the
most able and prolific thriller writers of the twentieth century delivers a superb Cold War adventure brimming with action and unrelenting suspense. A Time to Kill is a
gripping tale of intrigue and danger with a breathtaking climax that will keep readers perched on the edges of their seats.
Olura-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-28 An English university professor on holiday in Spain is drawn into a web of intrigue and murder surrounding an intoxicating
woman of mystery Dr. Philip Ardower is fascinated by the stunning beauty in a red cape he encounters on a beach in Spain outside the Hostal de las Olas. While
immediately charmed by the lady’s sophistication and pluck, the British academic knows nothing of the enchanting Olura’s personal history, or the rumors that have
accompanied her recent arrival as the companion of an African politician. But when an Italian paparazzo in search of scandal is discovered dead in her hotel room,
Olura has no one but Ardower to turn to for help. Suddenly they are on the run together, fleeing the police, the hungry press, and determined assailants who wish them
grievous harm, on a furious flight that leads them into the treacherous mines and mountains of Basque Country. In a single day, Andower’s once-quiet life is
transformed by passion, terror, and violent death into a desperate fight for survival—and a race against the clock to find answers to the perplexing and dangerous
mystery of Olura Manoli. One of the twentieth century’s most prolific and acclaimed purveyors of intrigue and suspense, Geoffrey Household delivers a richly colorful
and evocative thriller brimming with action, mystery, and romance. Recalling the very best of cinematic master Alfred Hitchcock, Household’s Olura introduces a
heroine readers will not soon forget.
Rogue Male-Geoffrey Household 2010-12-08 1930-something: a professional hunter is passing through an unnamed Central European country that is in the thrall of a
vicious dictator. The hunter wonders whether he can penetrate undetected into the dictator’s private compound. He does. He has the potential target in his sites and is
wondering whether to pull the trigger when security catches up with him. Imprisoned, tortured, doomed to a painful death, the hunter makes an extraordinary and
harrowing escape, fleeing through enemy territory to the safety of his native England. But that safety is delusive: his pursuers will not be diverted from their revenge
by national borders; the British government cannot protect him without seeming to endorse his deed. The hunter must flee society, and he goes literaly underground,
like a fox to its earth. The hunter has become the hunted. Geoffrey Household’s Rogue Male is a classic thriller and a triumph of suspense. Described by Household as a
“bastard offspring of Stevenson and Conrad,” the book is no less remarkable as an exploration of the lure of violence, the psychology of survivalism, and the call of the
wild.
The Sending-Geoffrey Household 2013-05-14 'Geoffrey Household's prose is as clean and spare and unwaveringly efficient as are his plots' Sunday Times On the death
of his father, artist and mystic Alfgif Hollaston returns to his Somerset house. There, he befriends Paddy Gadsden, a saddler and horse psychiatrist, and inherits
Paddy's polecat, Meg, after Paddy's violent and inexplicable death. But innocent and playful Meg isn't quite what she seems. Soon Alfgif's life and sanity are threatened
by a relentless terror, resembling the sixth sense of an animal, which warns when danger is imminent ...
Red Anger-Geoffrey Household 2015-04-28 Accused of treason, a former British security operative and his ally must run for their lives across a vast and wild English
landscape According to British intelligence, Alwyn Rory is a traitor to his country. They say the ex–security officer accepted a considerable sum of money from enemy
agents, and in return, helped to facilitate the escape of a dangerous spy. Now the supposed turncoat is believed to be in the Soviet Union, having freely defected to the
Russian side, leaving his once-beloved homeland behind forever. The reality, however, is far more complicated. Alwyn Rory never left the island. Instead, he has gone to
ground in the English countryside with fellow fugitive Adrian Gurney. Survival is the name of the game, but with the CIA, the KGB, and MI6 all dedicated to the covert
termination of Rory and Gurney, two men without a country don’t stand a chance. Acclaimed author Geoffrey Household combines peerless storytelling with an abiding
love for the wild places of Great Britain in a gripping, evocative, breakneck-paced Cold War thriller that races from the South Devon coast to the vast and beautiful
Marlborough Downs. As visual and intelligent as it is surprising and exciting, Red Anger is an enduring masterwork of twentieth-century espionage and adventure
fiction.
Rogue Justice-Geoffrey Household 2015-05-05 After years on the run, an assassin seeks vengeance against the Nazis It’s been four years since Raymond Ingelram failed
to kill Hitler. All it took was a slight change in wind to force his bullet wide and put the entire German secret service on his tail. Ingelram ran to England, where he
went to ground in the wilds of Dorset and finally escaped his pursuers. Safe at last, he does the only thing that makes sense: He decides to go back to Germany. War is
raging across Europe, and Hitler deserves death more than ever. Infiltrating the Reich with a forged passport, Ingelram is thrown into a provincial prison—only to be
freed by a stray RAF bomb. Wearing a stolen Nazi uniform, he again goes to ground . . . and forms a plan to tear Nazi Germany apart from the inside out.
The Europe That Was-Geoffrey Household 2015-05-05 Tales of Europe, before and after the war, when lives could change in an instant Fleeing the Cuban revolution, a
businessman’s return to England is blocked by the secret police of General Franco. In Hungary, a peasant treasures a barrel of wine as a symbol of the world she lost
during the war. At a Romanian ball, in the frenzied years that followed the break-up of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, a British traveler finds himself challenged to a
duel. And in England, an American pilot stumbles into an auction and discovers that the Greek bowl in his hands may be worth far more than he is willing to pay. From
country to country, Geoffrey Household takes us through the back alleys and open fields of the continent he knows so well, and finds that there is a beautiful madness
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their language, Dick has found the Spanish to be the most hospitable people on earth. They call him Ricardito and treat him as one of their own. It is an idyllic
life—until the day he makes his discovery. Dick is fishing with a friend when their net drags the skull up from the bottom of the forbidding Cave of the Angels. Although
the locals warn against exploring the mysterious cave, Dick cannot resist. Dared by one of his friends to spend a night there, Dick ventures inside. Something terrible
lurks inside the Cave of the Angels, but there is no creature of the sea that can frighten Ricardito.
Dire Means-Geoffrey Neil 2009 Warning: Don't read if your heart is weak! A vigilante uses an ingenious new method to end homelessness in a coveted beach city. The
mission focuses not on the homeless, but on those who are unsympathetic to their plight. Carefully-targeted fear cures public apathy toward the impoverished. The
city's terrified citizens flaunt the Golden Rule in a desperate attempt to avoid the vigilante's wrath.
The Last Two Weeks of Georges Rivac-Geoffrey Household 2012-09-06 Georges Rivac is in big trouble. His London contact doesn't want his business and has never
heard of Rivac's Czech client. And Rivac's chances of proving his innocence rapidly diminish when that client finally turns up - dead. Then Rivac meets Zia, the
delectable Hungarian, whose job it was to watch the Czech's movements. And together they uncover a hornet's next of espionage and treachery that send them running
for their lives.
Face to the Sun-Geoffrey Household 2012-09-06 By the author of Rogue Male, one of the classic thrillers of the twentieth century. A superb thriller from a 20th century
master of the genre. Edmund Hawkins is down on his luck in London, after a brief sojourn in an African dictatorship. In desperation for cash he steals a woman's bag in
which, in addition to money, he finds a mysterious gold pendant, which, it transpires, is the national icon of Malpelo, a small Central American country. Intrigued by the
pendant, and flush with money from the theft, Hawkins decides to travel to revolution-riven Malpelo, setting in motion a train of dramatic and far-reaching events from
which he will be lucky to escape.
The Rose of Tibet-Lionel Davidson 1962
A Prize for All Saints-Don Santina 2020-12-09 Agatha Buckley, the ambitious president of All Saints College, gambles campus funds on a dangerous expedition to
Borneo in search of fossils of the first human being, the Missing Link. She hires John Maletesta, a one-armed vet burdened by PTSD, to ride shotgun for the college
professors on their journey. A pirate attack, an attempted assassination and the mysterious disappearance of their guide raise alarms about an unknown adversary, but
the group valiantly presses onward into the interior of Borneo. Maletesta discovers another side of his life as he confronts the challenges of the expedition and
unexpected treasure.
Simon the Coldheart-Georgette Heyer 2021-01-05 A valiant orphan rises to knighthood—and finds love with an enemy—in this historical romance of chivalry and
adventure during the Hundred Years’ War. At the dawn of the fifteenth century, England is locked in a bitter war with France. Simon, the illegitimate son of Geoffrey of
Malvallet, finds a home in the service of the Earl of Montlice. Distinguishing himself on the field of battle, Simon rises through the ranks until he becomes a friend to
the Prince of Wales himself. But Simon’s true test will come when he is sent to overtake the French territory of Belremy. Though Simon conquers the city, the castle
proves difficult to penetrate. Coming face-to-face with the beautiful and defiant Lady Margaret, Simon sees in this bold enemy a spirit to match his own. But can he
convince this woman of his love when she would sooner die than surrender?
Seven Pillars of Wisdom (Annotated)-Thomas E. Lawrence 2014-05-20 Seven Pillars of Wisdom is the autobiographical account of the experiences of British soldier
Thomas E. Lawrence (1888-1935) ("Lawrence of Arabia"), while serving as a liaison officer with rebel forces during the Arab Revolt against the Ottoman Turks of 1916
to 1918. Charles Hill has called the Seven Pillars "a novel traveling under the cover of autobiography," capturing Lawrence's highly personal version of the historical
events described in the book. Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Edward Lawrence, known professionally as T. E. Lawrence, was a British Army officer renowned especially
for his liaison role during the Arab Revolt against Ottoman Turkish rule of 1916–18. The extraordinary breadth and variety of his activities and associations, and his
ability to describe them vividly in writing, earned him international fame as Lawrence of Arabia, a title which was used for the 1962 film based on his World War I
activities. " The book is very well illustrated. "
Under the Volcano-Malcolm Lowry 2000-02-03 One of the twentieth century's great undisputed masterpieces, Malcolm Lowry's Under the Volcano includes an
introduction by Michael Schmidt in Penguin Modern Classics. It is the fiesta 'Day of the Dead' in the small Mexican town of Quauhnahuac. In the shadow of the volcano,
ragged children beg coins to buy skulls made of chocolate, ugly pariah dogs roam the streets and Geoffrey Firmin - ex-consul, ex-husband, an alcoholic and a ruined
man - is living out the last day of his life. Drowning himself in mescal while his former wife and half-brother look on, powerless to help him, the consul has become an
enduring tragic figure. As the day wears on, it becomes apparent that Geoffrey must die. It is his only escape from a world he cannot understand. His story, the image
of one man's agonised journey towards Calvary, became a prophetic book for a whole generation. Malcolm Lowry (1909-1957) was born and died in England. Between
school and studying English at St Catherine's College, Cambridge he spent five months at sea as a deckhand, an experience which gave him the material for his first
novel, Ultramarine (1933). After marrying in Paris, he moved to New York where he completed In Ballast to the White (1936). Under The Volcano was begun in
Hollywood, coloured by a short stay in the Mexico that it describes, and eventually finished in Dollarton, British Columbia. If you enjoyed Under the Volcano, you might
like F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Beautiful and the Damned, also available in Penguin Classics. 'A Faustian masterpiece' Anthony Burgess
English Grammar for Today-Geoffrey N. Leech 1982-10-01 English Grammar for Today seeks to promote the study of grammar in the English curriculum. It takes a new
approach which gives weight not only to analytical skills but also to the integration of English grammar with other linguistic skills such as composition and
comprehension.
The Twentieth Day of January-Ted Allbeury 2017-02-10 "Allbeury, like le Carré, is a master of the genre, and this novel represents some of his best work." — Booklist "A
flawlessly structured plot." — Publishers Weekly "Uncannily predicted the rise of Donald Trump." — Slate.com It's 1980 and the Cold War continues to rage. Seemingly
out of nowhere, wealthy businessman Logan Powell has become President-elect and is only weeks away from assuming the most powerful position in the world on the
twentieth day of January. Across the Atlantic, veteran British intelligence agent James MacKay uncovers shocking evidence that suggests something might be terribly
wrong with the election. With the help of a reluctant CIA, MacKay sets out on a dangerous and daring mission to discover if the unthinkable has occurred: is Presidentelect Powell actually a puppet of the Soviet Union? Written by the bestselling author of The Crossing and Pay Any Price, this remarkably plausible thriller offers a heady
mix of political intrigue and intense suspense — with the very future of America and the free world hanging in the balance. "Allbeury's novels have won a reputation not
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only for verisimilitude but for crisp, economical narration and high drama … there's no better craftsman." — Chicago Sun-Times "A most knowledgeable chronicler of
espionage." — The New York Times Book Review "When I say Ted Allbeury knows where the bodies are buried I mean it literally. Truly a classic writer of espionage
fiction." — Len Deighton, author of The Ipcress File
The Seduction of Sir Gawain-Arthur Wayne Glowka 2012-10-01 Violence, mutilation, magic, eroticism, a sad wedding, and a happy ending--there is something in The
Seduction of Sir Gawain for readers of all kinds. When a green giant challenges King Arthur's knights to play a decapitation game, Sir Gawain, a young, handsome
knight famous for his physical strength and moral virtues, accepts the challenge. On the quest to face his death, he learns the limits of his bravery and his moral
perfection and discovers his intense sexual desire and love for a woman many years his senior. Sir Gawain survives the beheading game but returns to Camelot in
shame, leading a veiled woman by the hand. No one knows how she really looks until Sir Gawain strips off her veil in full view of the court. In the end, love conquers all,
even when advanced age threatens happiness and sexual fulfillment. The story combines the mystery and irony of the medieval romance "Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight" and the feminine wish fulfillment of Chaucer's "Wife of Bath's Tale" and its analogs.
Fellow Passenger-Geoffrey Household 2013-11-21 A brilliant story of espionage and disguise from the original master of spy fiction. Claudio Howerd-Wolferstan is
neither a communist nor a spy. Yet he breaks into a top-security Government hostel to retrieve the family treasure. With a spot secured on the wanted lists of both the
British police and Russian communist leaders, he is forced to run from a charge of high treason. A master of disguise, he bluffs his way out of many a dangerous
situation and outwits his pursuers. But how long can his luck last? The speed of Claudio's transformations from Spanish sailor to chimney-sweep, from elephant trainer
to Indian guitarist give the chase a comical breathlessness. It is easy to understand why FELLOW PASSENGER is one of Household's own favourites.
Hooligan-Geoffrey Pearson 1983-05-01
A Concise History of the Common Law-Theodore Frank Thomas Plucknett 2001 Plucknett, Theodore F.T. A Concise History of the Common Law. Fifth Edition. Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1956. Reprinted 2001 by The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. LCCN 00-067821. ISBN 1-58477-137-2. Cloth. $125. * "Professor Plucknett has such
a solid reputation on both sides of the Atlantic that one expects from his pen only what is scholarly and accurate...Nor is the expectation likely to be disappointed in this
book. Plucknett's book is not...a mere epitome of what is to be found elsewhere. He has explored on his own account many regions of legal history and, even where the
ground has been already quartered, he has fresh methods of mapping it. The title which he has chosen is, in view of the contents of the volume, rather a narrow one. It
might equally well have been A Concise History of English Law...In conjunction with Readings on the History and System of the Common Law by Dean Pound...this
book will give an excellent grounding to the student of English legal history." Percy H. Winfield. Harv. L. Rev. 43:339-340.
More Work For Mother-Ruth Schwartz Cowan 1985-03-11 In this classic work of women's history (winner of the 1984 Dexter Prize from the Society for the History of
Technology), Ruth Schwartz Cowan shows how and why modern women devote as much time to housework as did their colonial sisters. In lively and provocative prose,
Cowan explains how the modern conveniences—washing machines, white flour, vacuums, commercial cotton—seemed at first to offer working-class women middleclass standards of comfort. Over time, however, it became clear that these gadgets and gizmos mainly replaced work previously conducted by men, children, and
servants. Instead of living lives of leisure, middle-class women found themselves struggling to keep up with ever higher standards of cleanliness.
Crossing the Chasm-Geoffrey A. Moore 2009-03-17 Here is the bestselling guide that created a new game plan for marketing in high-tech industries. Crossing the
Chasm has become the bible for bringing cutting-edge products to progressively larger markets. This edition provides new insights into the realities of high-tech
marketing, with special emphasis on the Internet. It's essential reading for anyone with a stake in the world's most exciting marketplace.
"Are Economists Basically Immoral?"-Paul T. Heyne 2008 A well-trained theologian, a gifted and dedicated teacher of economics for over forty years, and the author of
a highly regarded and widely used textbook, The Economic Way of Thinking, Paul Heyne influenced generations of students of economics. Many of the essays in this
volume are published here for the first time. The editors, Geoffrey Brennan and A. M. C. Waterman, have divided Heyne’s essays thematically to cover three general
areas: the ethical foundations of free markets, the connection between those ethical foundations and Christian thought, and the teaching of economics--both method
and substance. Heyne’s writings are unique in that he takes the critics of the free market order seriously and addresses their arguments directly, showing how they are
defective in their understanding of economics and in their ethical and theological underpinnings. The engaging style of Heyne’s essays makes them accessible to
students as well as to scholars. Even in discussions of topics well beyond the fundamental level, Heyne still succeeds in providing students with an appreciation of basic
economic principles. Paul Heyne (1931-2000) taught at Valparaiso University (1957-66), Southern Methodist University (1966-76), and the University of Washington
(1976-2000)
History of the Franks-Saint Bishop of Tours Gregory 2018-11-11 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
A Book-lover's Holidays in the Open-Theodore Roosevelt 1916 A Book-Lover's Holidays in the Open is a classic literary work by Teddy Roosevelt which describers the
US president's adventures in the great American outdoors. The man should have youth and strength who seeks adventure in the wide, waste spaces of the earth, in the
marshes, and among the vast mountain masses, in the northern forests, amid the steaming jungles of the tropics, or on the deserts of sand or of snow. He must long
greatly for the lonely winds that blow across the wilderness, and for sunrise and sunset over the rim of the empty world. His heart must thrill for the saddle and not for
the hearthstone. He must be helmsman and chief, the cragsman, the rifleman, the boat steerer. He must be the wielder of axe and of paddle, the rider of fiery horses,
the master of the craft that leaps through white water. His eye must be true and quick, his hand steady and strong. His heart must never fail nor his head grow
bewildered, whether he face brute and human foes, or the frowning strength of hostile nature, or the awful fear that grips those who are lost in trackless lands.
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